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Abstract

There is much more to dynamic spectrum access than TV
Whitespaces (TVWS), indeed so much more. Dynamic
spectrum access typically refers to any spectrum sharing
approach that allows secondary users to access the abundant
spectrum holes or white spaces in licensed spectrum bands.
Today’s DSA technologies enable radios to safely share
multiple frequency bands without interfering with legacy and
other protected wireless systems. Authorised Shared Access
(ASA), Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA), Licensed Assisted
Access (LSA), Spectrum Access System (SAS), Cognitive Radio
Systems (CRS), TVWS, GSM Whitespaces, etc. are new and
emerging DSA approaches/concepts being innovated across a
myriad of bands. Even GSM bands can be dynamically shared.
This panel will discuss what is coming after TV Whitespaces
dynamic sharing.
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Introduction

• WLAN dynamic spectrum access was introduced by the FCC and in IEEE 
802.11y in 2006 with a database for the 3650-3700 MHz band
– Plagued with Federal exclusion zones along the coastlines and FSS 

protection zones, no silicon vendor would take the leap
• The TV Whitespaces, standardized in IEEE 802.11af expanded the utility 

of the database, and so far has been hampered by spectrum uncertainty
– The 600 MHz band auctions, delayed two years, creates white space, then 

potentially fills it with LTE, leaving only duplex gaps in metropolitan areas
– Silicon vendors still have not made the necessary commitments

• Mass markets for Wi-Fi drive economy of scale silicon 
development, so far unachievable for dynamic access

• What will change this and drive real success for this technology?
• Alternately, without economy of scale, how can we make it a 

success?
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Dr. Heikki Kokkinen 
Chief Executive Officer and Co-founder 
Fairspectrum 
 
Dr. Heikki Kokkinen is the founder and CEO of Fairspectrum. 

Fairspectrum is a Finnish startup, which provided the geolocation database service for the Europe’s first 
TV White Space radio license based on a geolocation database and the repository service in the world’s 
first Licensed Shared Access (LSA) 2.3 GHz field trial. Heikki is a requested speaker in spectrum sharing 
events globally. 
Heikki holds a doctoral degree in Computer Science, an academic entrepreneur degree from Aalto 
School of Business, licentiate degree in telecommunications and industrial economics, and Master’s 
degree in electronics. 
Heikki is devoted to marketing, research and development, financing, system integration, piloting and 
deploying of spectrum sharing technologies. 
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